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CWLEP BOARD MEETING - 9 April 2018 

 
Venue: British Motor Museum - Gaydon 

 
       Agenda 

 
8:15am Refreshments  

9:00am Board Meeting starts 

 

 
 

1. Welcome & Apologies 
 

 Chair 
 
 

2. Call for Declarations of Interest and items of AoB   Chair 
 
 

3. Approval of Minutes and actions from last meeting  
 

Chair 
 
 

4. Board Matters & Chair’s Briefing  Chair 

5. C&W Business Festival 2018  Presentation 
 

Sean Farnell/ 
Craig Humphrey 
 

6. 
 

Annual Conversation – Final Outcome Paper Chair/Martin Yardley 

7. Industrial Strategy – Economic Context & Progress 
 

Presentation  
(to follow) 

Mike Crone/Paula Deas/ 
Clive Winters  

8. Prioritisation of Unallocated CWLEP Funding Paper Nick Abell/ 
Andy Williams 

9. Programme Delivery Board Report Paper 
 

Nick Abell/ 
Andy Williams 

10. Finance & Governance Report Verbal 
 

Nick Abell 
 

11. Any Other Business   

      

Date of next meeting: Monday 21 May 2018    Venue:  tba 



 
 

Minutes CWLEP Board Meeting 29 January 2018  
 

  

Attendance:  
Jonathan Browning: Chair  
Nick Abell: Vice-Chair Wright Hassall 
Sean Farnell C&W Chamber of Commerce/FSB 
Clive Winters o.b.o.John Latham Coventry University 
Stuart Croft University of Warwick 
Cllr Stephen Thirlwell Stratford District Council 
Sarah Windrum Emerald Group 
Cllr Peter Butlin Warwickshire County Council 
Cllr Andrew Mobbs     Warwick District Council  
Karl Eddy Grant Thornton 
Zamurad Hussain HBT Communications 
Cllr Dennis Harvey Nuneaton & Bedworth BC 
Marion Plant Nominated representative for the FE Principals 
Cllr Mike Hall Hinckley & Bosworth BC 
Mike Crone Jaguar Land Rover 
Cllr Chris Cade Rugby BC 
 
 
Executives in Attendance:  
Martin Yardley CWLEP 
Paula Deas CWLEP 
Roger Dowthwaite CWLEP 
Craig Humphrey CW Growth Hub 
Monica Fogarty Warwickshire County Council 
Kate Hughes University of Warwick 
Andy Williams CWLEP 
Nicola Cox CWLEP 
Louise Bennett C&W Chamber of Commerce 
  
Director’s Apologies:  
John Latham Coventry University 
Cllr Jim O’Boyle Coventry City Council 
Cllr David Humphreys North Warwickshire BC 
Paul Kehoe  
 
In Attendance:  
Adam Dent Advent Communications 
Alicia Law BEIS and C&LoG Team 
Helen Mitchell BEIS East Midlands 
Peter Brammall Coventry College 
Angela Joyce WCG 
 
Apologies: 
Linsey Luke FSB 
Steve Maxey     North Warks Borough Council 
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Welcome & Apologies        
Apologies were received from Cllr Jim O’Boyle and John Latham, who was represented 
by Clive Winters. Stephen Thirlwell, Deputy Leader representing Stratford District Council 
and Zamurad Hussain the newly appointed private sector director attending his first 
board meeting were also welcomed.  
Helen Mitchell from BEIS East Mids, the Area Lead for Leicester & Leicestershire LEP, was 
welcomed to the board meeting to observe how it operates in Coventry & Warwickshire. 
Peter Bramall and Angela Joyce were welcomed to join Marion Plant in presenting the 
item on FE provision in CW.  
Call for Declarations of Interest 
Stuart Croft declared an interest that related to the National Battery Manufacturing 
Development Facility in agenda item 10b and any potential conflict arising that may 
relate to Warwick Arts Centre and the University of Warwick. No other declarations of 
interest were made. There were no items of ‘Any Other Business’ raised. 
Approval of Minutes and actions from previous meeting  
The minutes of the meeting of 27 November 2017 were approved as a true record of the 
meeting, proposed by Andrew Mobbs and seconded by Sarah Windrum. There were 3 
actions arising from that meeting and all have been completed or are underway. The 
minute from the meeting on 9 October that Peter Butlin raised has been amended, the 
latest position on the A5 regarding the Highways Agency would be discussed later in the 
board and the vacancy created by the resignation of Catherine Mallyon is currently being 
advertised with a considerable amount of interest being created (31 enquiries so far). 
Board Matters & Chairman’s Briefing 
The recipients of honours in the 2018 New Year honours list, Dennis Harvey OBE, for 
political service in Warwickshire and to Ian Harrabin MBE, for services to Heritage and 
Regeneration in Coventry; were congratulated on their achievements.  
Confirmation that Coventry has secured the City of Culture 2021 along with the decision 
that Birmingham will host the Commonwealth Games in 2022 were both welcome. The 
specific involvement of CWLEP in both is still being determined but we are delighted to 
have such significant programmes and the opportunities that both events will bring. 
Government have been particularly busy during January on LEP related business. We 
received a letter from Jake Berry MP and Andrew Griffiths MP, Parliamentary Under 
Secretary of State for Small business and also our new LEP Champion, confirming the 
availability of LEP core and capacity funding of £500,000 per annum for the next two 
financial years. As with previous years, they will continue to require LEPs to match fund 
this locally to a minimum of £250,000. The LA’s in Coventry & Warwickshire were alerted 
before Christmas that this match was to be expected and that they would be asking for 
the same £20k contribution from each of the Districts and Boroughs as we have for the 
last 4 years. The letter also gave confirmation of continued support for Growth Hubs 
with allocations remaining at current levels over the next two years (£326k p.a.).  The 
core funding for this year will be contingent on continued compliance with the LEP 
National Assurance Framework and confirmation that the relevant recommendations of 
the Mary Ney review have been implemented. For 2019-20 core funding, which is 
indicative, CWLEP will need to demonstrate how it meets the above conditions and how 
CWLEP has taken forward the outcomes of the Ministerial Review of LEPs which is 
underway. We are working closely with the LEP Network and the 6 WMLEPs to ensure 
that we can influence the findings of the review.  
The Mary Ney Review, and the resulting LEP governance and transparency Best Practice 
Guidance, have significant implications and there is an end of February deadline to 
implement several specific processes.  
Regionally the WMCA rejected the precept on rates that the Mayor was asking for from 
the Constituent Authorities although discussions continue.  
The Chair, among other visits, visited Vitsoe; an impressive bespoke furniture 
manufacturer who chose Leamington as their new home after relocating from London. 
Andrew Griffiths, the ministerial champion of CWLEP, hosted a lunch with Bosch where 
CWLEP were present. Bosch are looking to use Coventry with CWLEP and WMG as an 
urban movement exemplar with a joint bid to government by the end of February.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Future Growth Hub 
funding – board 
agenda item April or 
May - EXEC 
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Margot James, the CWLEP previous ministerial champion, will remain important to the 
City of Culture in her new role as the Minister for Culture, Communications and Creative 
Industries. 
 Coventry & Warwickshire Business Festival Review  
The Board had received a full report of the Festival in the papers for this meeting. At the 
last Board meeting the Business Festival was mid-way through its programme of events 
and was going well and this momentum continued to the end.  Given the short lead time 
and the fact that this was the first Festival in Coventry & Warwickshire, the conclusion 
was that the initiative was very successful.  
Comment was made that there were few logistic sector events but that the sector are 
poor at attending meetings during working hours, that the balance of events across C&W 
and satellite events in Birmingham and London need to be looked at.  
Further Education in Coventry & Warwickshire 
A presentation was given by the Principal and Chief Executive of Coventry College, the 
Group Principal and CEO of WCG and the Principal & CEO of North Warwickshire & South 
Leicestershire College. The sector in the UK has more 16-18 year old young people in 
training than schools (37% v 32%) and the presentation covered the scale and reach 
offered by the 6 colleges in Coventry & Warwickshire and how they can scale up to meet 
LEP priorities, for example the joint venture company that will deliver digital 
apprenticeships.  The ability of colleges to be agile and provide capacity to meet 
changing needs of business was discussed since qualifications inevitably lag employer 
demand. The Apprenticeship Levy was also discussed and the question of whether there 
is enough being done to make the most of the levy in Coventry & Warwickshire. There 
was general support for the colleges and it was agreed that there should be a follow-on 
agenda item at board meeting in the near-future on some of the specifics.  
Industrial Strategy and CWLEP Priorities 
A presentation was given on the current position of CWLEP and the Industrial Strategy. 
CWLEP had responded to the national consultation on the UK Industrial Strategy based 
on the 2016 SEP refresh. The response was formulaic, and locally there is a need to move 
towards specifics and action with recognition that focus leads to success (for example 
the National Battery Development Centre). Local Industrial Strategies will launch in 
Spring 2019 so there will be an expectation that a first draft will be ready in Autumn 
2018.  
CWLEP will Influence the WMCA Industrial Strategy for it to be built around the three 
WM LEP geographies with each area able to pursue their different and unique 
characteristics. CWLEP will maximise the C&W sector strengths in “clean growth” and 
electric vehicles; future transportation systems and connected and autonomous vehicles; 
automation; and digital technologies (especially gaming, virtual and augmented learning, 
and machine learning).  
Supporting investment in skills and infrastructure to support these growth sectors and 
“grand challenges” will be important. 
Significant Projects/Schemes: Championing & Engagement 
It was proposed that a director should be nominated to act as a ‘Champion’ for each of 
the 3 major initiatives that will have a major effect on the economy of Coventry and 
Warwickshire for the foreseeable future; HS2, City of Culture 2021 and the 
Commonwealth Games in 2022. It was recognised that HS2 is a different, multifaceted, 
challenge than the other major, event based, initiatives and that whichever director 
becomes Champion will lead and decide what support would be needed for, for example 
on skills.   
The Board agreed the following: - 

• Peter Butlin to Champion HS2 

• Andrew Mobbs to Champion Commonwealth Games 2022 

• The Champion appointment for City of Culture to be deferred until the new 
private sector director is appointed 

• That each Champion will have a ‘shadow’ director appointed to provide 
continuity 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Item at next board 
meeting laying out the 
timeline for 2018 
events     EXEC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Follow on item for FE 
Sector at May board 
meeting about the 
agility/capacity 
challenge - EXEC/MP 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Each Board meeting to 
feature IS    -  EXEC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Report back at next 
meeting          EXEC 
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Programme Delivery Board Report      
It was confirmed by Highways England that the A5 scheme that was part-funded by LGF 
will not deliver within timescales of the Local Growth Fund. The letter from Highways 
England implied that the scheme would be delivered regardless of the £2m being 
withdrawn. 
The rules in place for reallocating money from withdrawn LGF monies indicate that an 
‘open-call’ for applications from projects should take place against the agreed criteria of 
the SEP. However, recognizing the significant opportunities that the City of Culture 2021 
and the Commonwealth Games in 2022 offer, there may be a case to include in the rules 
prioritisation of returned LGF money to these initiatives.  
The Board unanimously agreed to: - 

• withdraw the £2m CWLEP Growth Deal funding for the A5 Scheme.  

• Seek reassurance from Highways England that the A5 scheme has been 
rescheduled and not withdrawn. 

• Debate prioritisation of returned LGF money at the next board meeting. 
Finance & Governance Report 
The Chair of the F&G Board reported that Burgis & Bullock had completed its work on 
the consequences of any lease liability that may fall on the CWLEP ‘Group’ of companies 
should the Growth Hub lose funding prior to the expiry of the lease. The board were 
made aware of the deadline of 28 February for the adoption openness and transparency 
measures; the Publication of Meeting Papers and Agendas, Confidential Reporting 
Procedures for Third Parties and the Public, a Whistleblowing Policy, and the prescribed 
Register of Interests. The ensuing management of some of these could be sub-
contracted to a local authority.  
a. Annual Conversation outcomes 
A presentation was given on the Annual Conversation with Government that took place 
in December 2017. Highlights included: - 

Governance and Partnership Working 
o The CWLEP website is much improved 
o More work needs to be done on increasing public engagement 
o CWLEP will implement recommendations of the Mary Ney review and will meet 

the 28th February deadlines 
Growth Deal Deliver 
o Good track record of delivery from the CWLEP 
o Focus will shift towards outputs as the GD programme progresses  
o There is no further round of GD planned  
Strategy 
o The SEP is regarded as a highly successful document 
o CWLEP made a significant, positive change to the structure of the Board in 2017 
o CWLEP has worked hard to develop its relationship and reach within Government  

b. National Battery Man. Development Facility 
Now renamed the UK Battery Industrialisation Centre (UKBIC), has a Joint Venture 
partnership board between Coventry City Council, WMG and CWLEP.  
The Board unanimously agreed that: - 

• The Vice-Chair of CWLEP, Nick Abell, should be the nominated director from 
CWLEP to the board of UKBIC 

c. WMCA Budget 
The Board unanimously: - 

• Endorsed the recommendation from the F&G Board to contribute the requested 
£25k to the WMCA budget for 2018/19. 

d. Terms of Reference for consideration 
The Board unanimously agreed: -   

• Terms of Reference for the F&G Board and the Programme Delivery Board as 
presented. 

• The Scheme of Delegation as presented subject to agreed amendments 
 
Date of next meeting; 9 April 2018 Venue; tbc 

 
Reassurance that the 
A5 scheme has been 
rescheduled to be 
sought from HE - EXEC 
 
 
Paper to allow debate 
on prioritisation at 
next board meeting 
EXEC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Recommendations to 
F&G Board - EXEC 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



C&W Business Festival 2018 
 Sean Farnell  

Agenda Item 5 
9 April 2018 



Lessons Learnt about events 
 

• Type:   Quality rather than quantity including several standout   
   headline.  

• Location:   Improve on events area spread, particularly in Nuneaton /   
   North Warwickshire. 

• Scheduling:   Ensure key events don’t clash and reserve several spaces   
   for featured events before the start of the booking    
   process. The provisional programme of events will be   
   discussed and agreed upon between Associate Events and   
   CW Growth Hub.    

• Attendance:  Overbook all events by 25% to allow for drop-outs. Send   
   additional reminders to attendees including an early one and   
   the day before. Highlight to event organisers the importance   
   of contacting their attendees themselves prior to the event. 

 



Headline Schedule 1 

Action CWBF 2018 

Overhaul of All Required Systems and Collateral in line with Research, Analysis 
and Feedback From January  

Business, Sponsor, Media, Press and Advocate Cultivation From January  

First Full Media Wave   February 

Applications Open – Media Wave + Testimonial film March 

Secure Industry Leads April / May 

Second Full Media Wave – Announcement of Leads, Events confirmed, 
partners and sponsors May 

25 events to be in place by June June 

Headline Sponsorship Secured and Announced June 

Secure Hard and Digital Placements June 

How to Host an Amazing Event - Event June 

Third Full Wave – Industry Specific Announcements – What is Currently 
Scheduled and Why the Festival Exists July 

Finalise All Sponsorship July 

Pay for and Commit to Marketing Placement September 

Close of Applications 28-Sep 



Headline Schedule 2 

Action CWBF 2018 

Switch to Sales Messaging 01-Oct 

Review, Approval, Programming and Release of All Apps (not yet to be 
approved) 01-Oct 

Fourth Full Wave of Media October 

Festival Brochure Designed and Editorial Written 08-Oct 

Release of Brochure and Associated Distribution Completed 19-Oct 

High Level Media Activity - Fifth Wave (one month to go) 24-Oct 

High Level Media Activity - Sixth Wave 05-Nov 

TV and Radio Commence 12-Nov 

All Organizers Receive Tool Kits and Reminders for Events Distributed 14-Nov 

Seventh Media Wave – A week to Go 12-Nov 

Official Opening Event 19-Nov 

Festival – Major Activity, Management, Liaison, Press, Social Media, Daily 
Updates on Activity 19 Nov - 30 Nov 

Initial Stats Evaluated and Released 30-Nov 

Final Stats Evaluated and Released 10-Dec 

Full Review Provided to CW Growth Hub  28-Dec 



Steering Group 

Name 
Craig Humphrey 

Jeremy Moore 

Kirsty Bashford 

Dave Ayton-Hill 

Andy Williams 

Linsey Luke  

TBC 

Severn Trent (TBC) 

Fleur Sexton, Pet-Xi 

Sean Farnell 

Anne Solomon, Venture House 

TBC 

MTC  

Kyla Skinner, The Jarrah Consultancy 

Penny Shinfield 

Jo Handford 

Keith Perry 

Michelle Wilson / Adam Dent 

Laura McMillan 

Representing 

Warwickshire County Council 

CWLEP 

FSB 

Headline Sponsor 

Private sector x2 

CWLEP Board  

Venues 

SME 

Large company 

Advocate Event Organiser  

Coventry University 

University of Warwick 

Coventry Telegraph 

Advent Communications 

City of Culture 



Margot James MP, Minister for Small Business, 
Consumers and Corporate Responsibility, gave a 

fantastic endorsement to the Business Festival in her 
presentation at the launch last year 
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Date: 9 April 2018  

Agenda Item: 6 

Title:   Annual Conversation Final Outcome  
1. Purpose of Paper 

The purpose of this paper is to update the board on the outcome and further 

progress following the Annual Conversation process that took place in early 

December 2017. 

2. Context 

The outcomes of the Annual Conversation are essential in determining whether and 

how the 2018 Local Growth Fund and LEP core funding grant payments will be 

released. At its last meeting the board were advised on the initial outcomes of the 

Annual Conversation. CWLEP were confident that the final outcome would be 

positive in all areas. CWLEP also successfully met the deadline of 28 February to be 

compliant with new assurance framework requirements.  

 

3. Final Outcome 

Officials in the Cities and Local Growth Unit undertook a Performance Review to 

look at the performance of each LEP across the three themes: governance, delivery 

and strategy. This was mentioned in the 2017 Annual Conversation Guidance and so 

not unexpected. It was an internal process without any involvement of staff in 

CWLEP and will form part of the wider LEP Review. On 20 February 2018, Stephen 

Jones, Director, Cities & Local Growth Unit sent a letter to CWLEP announcing the 

final outcome and conclusion of that process. 

It determined that:  

 Overall, the performance rating of CWLEP is:     GOOD 

 Governance of CWLEP is considered to be:     GOOD 

 Programme delivery in CWLEP is considered to be:    GOOD 

 CWLEP's approach to strategy development is considered to be: EXCEPTIONAL 

A copy of the full letter is attached.  The results of other LEP’s are not formally 

known, and a ‘league table’ is unlikely to be produced. Anecdotally we know that 

CWLEP is well regarded by Ministers in its ability to effectively act as key driver of 

growth in our area. The Annual Conversation results have been issued in the light of 

comments reinforced by a recent hearing of the Public Accounts Committee which 

have placed LEP’s under a spotlight within Whitehall; parliament and the public eye. 

The current national LEP review will further debate the future role of LEP’s as set 

out in the Industrial Strategy and will explore wider issues of assurance and 

accountability. The review is led by Jake Berry MP (MHCLG), Lord Henley (BEIS) and 

Robert Jenrick (HMT) and have convened an advisory panel which is set to conclude 

by July 2018.  

4. Recommendations  

The Board is asked to note the positive outcome of the Annual Conversation in 

terms of the performance review.  













Industrial Strategy - Economic context and progress

Clive Winters, Coventry University
Paula Deas, Coventry and Warwickshire Local Enterprise Partnership

Agenda Item 7



Media Narrative



UK Sector Deals

• Life Sciences

• Construction

• Artificial Intelligence

• Automotive

• Creative Industries

• Industrial Digitalisation

• Nuclear

Grand 
Challenges

• AI and Data Economy

• Future of Mobility

• Clean Growth 

• Ageing Society

Foundations 
of 

Productivity

• Ideas

• People

• Infrastructure

• Business Environment

• Place

National

CWLEPWMCA

National Industrial strategy 
• Launched in Nov 2017
• Focused on boosting productivity
• 5 foundations 
• 4 grand challenges 
• Sector deals



West Mids. sectors

• Advanced Manufacturing 
and Engineering

• Life sciences

• Professional services

• Creative
•Construction 

• Transport logistics

• Low carbon

Grand 
Challenges

• AI and Data Economy

• Future of Mobility

• Clean Growth 

• Ageing Society

Foundations 
of 

Productivity

• Ideas

• People

• Infrastructure

• Business Environment

• Place

National

CWLEPWMCA

West Midlands Local Industrial Strategy
• WMCA aiming to be first to submit to 

Local Industrial strategy in Sept 2018 
• Sector based upon  3 LEP geography 
• Platform for investment



Coventry and Warwickshire 
Sectors

• Advanced Manufacturing and 
Engineering (Headline)

• Culture and Tourism (Headline)

• Digital and ICT Economy (Headline)

• Construction / Civil Engineering

• Professional Services

• Health and Social Care

Grand Challenges

•Technologies of the Future

•Digital and ICT Economy

•Lo w carbon vehicles

•Connected and autonomous vehicles

Foundations of 

Productivity

•Employment Land 

•Transport Connectivity

•Digital Connectivity

•Talent: Skills

•Place: Urban Core

•Growth Hub

National

CWLEPWMCA

We have a lot to offer to WM and National 
Industrial Strategies 

 CWLEP top performing for productivity growth
 Rising prosperity
 Relatively strong labour market
 Strengthening skills base
 Leading sector for Automotive and logistics 

BUT, significant variation between other LEPs and 
also need to be able to reflect local narrative,  
strengths and diversity within C&W 



Sector Analysis 

• WMCA taking a sector led approach 
• 3 LEPs leading on coordinating input for each of the 10 sectors - Automotive and 

Logistics for CWLEP

Messages for CWLEP
• Sector definitions used by WM are broad and do not pick up sub-sector specialism or 

local strengths e.g. Digital and Creative 
• Whilst CWLEP is seen as a strong performer, variation of performance and 

productivity is significant across WM and CWLEP



Leading LEP area in terms of productivity growth



Strengths against WMCA priority sectors



Rising prosperity, and increasing deviation in performance
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0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0

Birmingham

Coventry

Dudley

Sandwell

Solihull

Walsall

Warwickshire

Wolverhampton

West Midlands (Met County)

England

Birmingham Coventry Dudley Sandwell Solihull Walsall Warwickshire Wolverhampton
West Midlands
(Met County)

England

Employment Rate 16-64 (%) 12 months to Sep 2017 63.9 70.2 71.4 62.4 75.9 70.4 78.2 66.0 67.0 74.7

Employment Rate 16-64 (%) 12 months to Mar 2015 61.6 65.5 72.6 62.8 73.4 66.6 77.4 63.3 64.9 72.9

Local Labour Market Indicators by Unitary and Local Authority: Employment Rate (October 2016-September 2017)



Drivers of this productivity growth in C&W



Relatively stronger labour market…
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…and stronger skill base
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The 3 LEP economies 
are in different places

Source: Localis, “The Delivery of an 
Industrial Strategy” (March, 2018)



But also variation across the CWLEP area…

GVA per head

£35,493 (N Warks)

£15,830 (N&B)

Employment Rate

85.3% (N Warks)

70.2% (Coventry)

Unemployment

1.7% (Stratford)

7.8% (N&B)

NVQ 4+

45.4% (Stratford)

23.4% (N&B)

No Qualifications

4.0% (Stratford)

9.9% (Coventry)

Job Density

1.27 (N Warks)

0.67 (N&B)



…and still more to be done
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0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0

Unemployment Rate 16-64 (%)

Economic Inactivity Rate 16-64 (%)

Job Seekers Allowance (%)

Unemployment Rate 16-64 (%) Economic Inactivity Rate 16-64 (%) Job Seekers Allowance (%)

England 4.5 21.7 1.0

Warwickshire 2.6 19.7 0.5

Warwick 3.2 20.0 0.5

Stratford-on-Avon 3.2 19.2 0.2

Rugby 4.0 17.1 0.2

Nuneaton and Bedworth 5.3 24.3 1.2

North Warwickshire 3.2 14.7 0.5

Coventry 5.5 25.8 1.3

Labour Market Indicators by Unitary and Local Authority 
(October 2016 to September 2017)
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Warwickshire: GVA By Industry / Industry Growth 
2013 To 2016

Manufacturing Agriculture, mining, electricity, gas, water and waste Distribution; transport; accommodation and food Real estate activities

Recreation, other services and household activities Information and communication Construction Professional and administrative services

Public administration; education; health Financial and insurance activities



Option A: UK Industrial Strategy Style

Foreword

Introduction

Review of 2016 SEP

Vision, Objectives, Strategy and 
Plans, Economic Review

LIS Core Themes

Main Body

Grand Challenges

Ideas

People 

Infrastructure

Business Environment 
(sectors)

Place

Conclusion

Option B: CWLEP Strategic Programmes

Foreword

Introduction

Review of 2016 SEP

Vision, Objectives, Strategy and 
Plans, Economic Review

LIS Core Themes

Main Body

Advanced Manufacturing and 
Engineering 

Culture and Tourism

Digital and ICT Economy

Conclusion

Option C: CWLEP Sectors

Foreword

Introduction

Review of 2016 SEP

Vision, Objectives, Strategy 
and Plans, Economic Review

LIS Core Themes

Main Body

Advanced Manufacturing and 
Engineering 

Culture and Tourism

Digital and Creative

Professional Services

Health and Social Care

Construction / Civil 
Engineering

Conclusion



Twin track approach

Data/ 
analytical 
leads

Feb              March           April               May            June             July                Aug               Sept 

Consolidation of sector 
plans

Develop local area action 
plan sector leads

Presentation of final 
LIS

Agree approach, 
leads, framework

Co-design and 
consultation

Agree approach, 
leads, framework

WM Industrial 
Strategy

C&W  Industrial 
Strategy

CWLEP 
Board

CWLEP 
Board

CWLEP 
BoardClarify data sets

CWLEP workshop 



Between now and next CWLEP Board - 21st May 2018

WM Level
• WM approach and update going to WMCA SEP board on 12 April and WMCA Programme 

Board on 13 April

• Data and evidence base validation with BEIS – Workshop April 12th

• Mayoral Business Advisory Group – roundtable 10 May 

• Sector workshops/roundtables being hosted 

– CWLEP leading on Automotive Sector Roundtable – Jonathan Browning and Andy Street 

– CWLEP office coordinating input into sector workshops led by other LEPS

CWLEP

• Recommend hosting a CWLEP workshop to with 2/3 nominees from each business group to 
achieve wider engagement of with stakeholders



CWLEP board to endorse and agree

• Economic context and analysis in which to develop the strategy

• Work to date on evidence gathering at WMCA and CWLEP level

• CWLEP approach to working with the WMCA

• CWLEP sectoral focus – dependent on which style and 
approach option

• CWLEP Industrial Strategy workshop 
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Date: 9th April 2018 
  
Agenda Item: 9 
  
Title: Prioritisation of Unallocated CWLEP Funding 
 
1. Purpose  

 
1.1. Although Growth Deal Funding and funding in general, is theoretically fully utilised, there 

is likely to be funding that will be unspent, and/or returned, for good reasons, on projects 
to which it was allocated. The purpose of this paper is to begin a debate about how that 
funding should be used and whether there is a case for that funding to be prioritised to 
emerging significant initiatives. 
 

2. Current CWLEP Funding Portfolio 
 

2.1. Since the inception of the Coventry and Warwickshire Local Enterprise Partnership in 
2011 more than £360 million of funds, including £280 million in grant funding from the UK 
Government and the European Union and £84.1 million in private sector investment have 
been managed to contribute to projects which further the Strategic Economic Plan for the 
region. 

 
2.2. Table 1 shows the split of the CWLEP’s major projects against the five pillars from the 

CWLEP’s Strategic Economic Plan across several funding streams that have been available 
to CWLEP. 

 
Table 1– CWLEP Funded Programmes Aligned to Strategic Economic Plan Pillars 
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2.3. Significant economic benefits will be delivered by this funding for the CWLEP area and 

also, by other funding that CWLEP has taken a leading and pioneering role in. For example, 
and most recently, this has included leading a successful consortium bid alongside WMG 
and Coventry City Council to be the home of the new £80 million UK Battery 
Industrialisation Centre (UK BIC). 

 
2.4. In addition, CWLEP has played a very active role as a non- constituent member of the West 

Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA).  It helped ensure that the area has benefitted 
from Devolution Deal funding for over £150m for flagship projects such as Friargate, 
Coventry Station and the City of Culture. It has played a key role in supporting the non- 
constituent local authorities at the WMCA level in ongoing devolution deal negotiations. 
CWLEP continues to lobby and influence government to invest in growth sectors that 
deliver against the Industrial Strategy and is leading the development of the Automotive 
Sector Action Plan for the WMCA Local Industrial Strategy.   

 
2.5. These funding allocations have typically supported activities and programmes within the 

Unlocking our Growth Potential and Advanced Manufacturing and Engineering Strategic 
Economic Pillars.  

 
3. Opportunity 
 
3.1. Due to the nature of delivery, a number of projects have had to return funding back to 

CWLEP and as a result there is currently £2m of unallocated Growth Deal funding at the 
CWLEP’s disposal to deliver against the priorities of the C&W SEP.  
 

3.2. It is possible that the unallocated pot of CWLEP funding available to allocate could increase 
further as a result of schemes being unable to deliver contracted outcomes across both 
Growing Places and Growth Deal funds. 

 

https://www.ukbic.co.uk/
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3.3. The CWLEP Programme Delivery Board requested at its meeting on 13th February 2017 
that an open call for projects and programmes should be released to create a revised 
prioritised pipeline of projects that the CWLEP could invest in. The initial call would have 
available the current £2m unallocated Growth Deal funds and any further Growth Deal or 
Growing Places funds that may be decommitted or returned by projects in the future.  

 
4. Prioritisation of CWLEP Spring 2018 Call 

 
4.1. The PDB also briefly discussed whether this may be an opportunity to support the 

emerging initiatives that are quickly gaining traction which were not known about at the 
time that the SEP was written. Since the last call for CWLEP Growth Deal Projects, there 
have been a number of major developments that have, and will have, significant impact 
upon local economic growth. These have included but are not limited to: - 
 

 The emergence of the Mayoral WMCA and associated devolution deals 

 The development of an Industrial Strategy from the region 

 Coventry awarded the 2021 City of Culture  

 Birmingham announced as the hosts of the 2022 Commonwealth Games  

 The Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund and £80m investment into UKBIC with 
potential for further funding via the UK Shared Prosperity Fund  

4.2. January’s CWLEPs Board had already discussed the significance of both the City of Culture 
2021 and Birmingham 2022 as game changers for the local area and economy and to that 
extent appointed Board Director Champions for both initiatives.  

 
4.3. The alignment of existing CWLEP projects in Table 1 highlights the fact that the cultural 

pillar of the SEP has just under 6% of CWLEP capital investment allocated to cultural 
projects.  
 

4.4. At its last meeting the CWLEP Board discussed and noted “The rules in place for 
reallocating money from withdrawn Local Growth Fund monies indicate that an ‘open-call’ 
for applications from projects should take place against the agreed criteria of the SEP. 
However, recognizing the significant opportunities that the City of Culture 2021 and the 
Commonwealth Games in 2022 offer, there may be a case to include in the rules 
prioritisation of returned LGF money to these initiatives.” 

 
 

4.5. Recommendation:  
It is recommended that the CWLEP Board discuss the opportunity to target an open call in 
spring/summer 2018 for projects and programmes that: 
 

i. Will deliver the ambitions of the CWLEP SEP, with priority given to those that 
directly deliver the aspirations of the Culture & Tourism Strategic Pillar; 

ii. And/or can demonstrate significant impact for the Coventry & Warwickshire local 
economy in supporting the Coventry City of Culture 2021 and Birmingham 2022 
Commonwealth Games; and 

iii. Or can demonstrate an understanding of the wider economic landscape changes 
and our proposed transition from a CWLEP SEP to an Industrial Strategy approach  
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5. Open Call Eligibility Criteria  
 

5.1. The following criteria eligibility are suggested for Board’s consideration: 
 
i. Projects must be clearly linked to the established priorities outlined in the existing 

CWLEP strategies, particularly the SEP with a view to the Industrial Strategy context. 
ii. Those projects which can clearly demonstrate alignment to the culture and tourism 

strategic pillar of the SEP will be prioritised within the call, including but not limited 
to, projects that deliver significant positive economic impact to the local Coventry & 
Warwickshire economy with alignment to Coventry City of Culture 2021 and 
Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth Games. 

iii. The call will prioritise those projects which can begin spending and delivering by 1st 
April 2019. 

iv. Projects need to clearly demonstrate their ability to complete and deliver new 
development/economic activity for the CWLEP in line with the Growth Deal 
Programme’s end date of 31st March 2021. 

v. Projects must be able to demonstrate that planning permission has been granted, or 
will be obtained within 6 months following any grant award. 

vi. Projects which can demonstrate significant additional investment beyond the 
requested CWLEP funding. 
 

5.2  Recommendation:  
 It is recommended that the CWLEP Board discuss and then agree proposed eligibility criteria 
 for the call. 

 
 

6. Process  
 

6.1. CWLEP’s Assurance Framework sets out the clear process for implementing an Open Call 
and we have aligned that to timescales for an open call spring/summer 2018. The dates 
below have been carefully considered to be both reasonable, recognising the sectors 
ability to adequately develop and submit deliverable proposals, as well as the CWLEP 
requirement to invest Growth Deal within the available funding period. 

 

Call Activity Dates 

Existing pipeline projects and known stakeholders 
to inform them of the call opportunity 

10th April 2018 – 1st May 2018 

Call opens  1st May 2018 

Call closes (after 4 months) 1st September 2018 

Applications assessed 2nd – 30th September 2018 

Recommendations to CWLEP Board 26th November 2018 

Projects informed of funding decisions 1st  – 10th December 2018 

Notice of decisions published on CWLEP Website 10th December 2018 

Programme Team begin due diligence and 
contracting process 

10th December onwards 
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Call Activity Dates 

Projects to start at latest 1st April 2019 

 
6.2. Where projects are unable to submit the required full business case, due to capacity or 

current stage of development of projects, in line with our current approach, we will still 
track those projects and programmes for future funding opportunities that emerge. For 
those projects unable to access funding within this call 
 

6.3. Recommendation: It is recommended that the CWLEP Board discuss and endorse the 
above timetable and process. 

 
 
 

 
Author:   
Andy Williams, Senior CWLEP Executive 
Lucy McGovern, Growth Deal Programme Manager 



  
 

 
 
 
Date:  9th April 2018 

  
Agenda Item: 9 
  
Title:  Programme Delivery Board Report 

  
 

1 Purpose of Paper 
  

1.1 To report back progress on the Growth Deal and other sources of funds following the last 
Programme Delivery Board (PDB) Meeting on 13th February 2018. 

 
2 Growth Deal 

 
2.1 Financial Position 

 
2.1.1 Q4 end of year claims are due in from projects by April 13th. The programme is projecting full 

defrayal against the £23.12m target for 2017/18, thereby ensuring the spend target for BEIS is 
met. The annual external audit of Local Growth Fund spend will take place in April 2018. 

 
3 Project Progress 
  
3.1 There has been new risk guidance issued from BEIS in late 2017, 2 new risk categories of 

AMBER/GREEN and AMBER/RED have been added to the risk reporting schedule. The 
Programme Management Team are presenting a revised risk and escalation procedure, which 
will mirror the CWLEP’s escalation policy to the May Programme Delivery Board. The current 
RAG guidance from BEIS is referenced in Appendix 1. 
 

3.2 Appendix 2 lists project progress on the full Growth Deal Programme. 
 

3.3 Table 1 gives an overview of the projects, out of the 39 Growth Deal projects 33 are rated 
GREEN or AMBER/GREEN, 4 projects are rated AMBER, 1 project is rated AMBER/RED and 1 
RED. 
 
 

Table 1 - Project Overview 
 

Code Project Risk Rating Risk Score Risk Category 

GD08 Duplex Fund AMBER/GREEN 6 Deliverability 

GD10 A5 Corridor Project RED 13 Deliverability 

GD14  A46 Stanks AMBER 7 Deliverability 

GD15 Kenilworth Station AMBER 7 Deliverability 

GD35 Rugby Parkway Station AMBER/RED 10 Financial & Deliverability 

GD36 A452 Europa Way Corridor AMBER 7 Financial & Deliverability 

GD37 
Nuneaton Town Centre 
Transformation 

AMBER 7 Financial & Deliverability 
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3.4 The following projects have updates of note: 

 

 Duplex Investment Fund – Progress with project development. 

 A5 Corridor – HE letter confirms inability to deliver the project in line with GD 
Programme requirements.  

 A46 Stanks – Delays to work starting on site. Scheme to be split into a dual phasing. 

 Kenilworth Station – update on the recent delays and projected station opening date. 

 Rugby Parkway Station 

 A452 Europa Way Corridor 

 Nuneaton Town Centre Transformation 
 

4 Growth Deal - Programme Key Issues 
  
4.1 Duplex Investment Fund  

 
4.1.1 The Duplex Fund will provide £20m in business finance over 10 years, and is supported by a £2m 

loan from CCC and a £2m loan from WCC. The project has requested a re-profile of its finances 
due to the complexity of creating the required legal contracts between the three parties 
involved to deliver the scheme; CWRT, CCC and WCC. PBD approved the financial re-profile for 
the Duplex Investment Fund of £0.350m from 17/18 to 18/19-20/21.  
 

4.1.2 The PDB requested further clarity and understanding of how the fund would be governed and 
investment decisions made. In addition, the PDB requested details of the Funds planned launch, 
scheduled for the Spring. This will be presented at the next Programme Delivery Board in May. 
 

4.2 A5 Corridor  
 

4.2.1 Since HE confirmed the scheme could not deliver within the required timeframes for the 
Growth Deal programme, the funding allocated to this project has been returned into the 
programme pot. The Programme Delivery Board confirmed that it would offer non-financial 
support to the scheme where possible, and continue to pursue the confirmation of the wider 
scheme with HE. 
 

4.3 A46 Stanks 
 

4.3.1 An update from the project which detailed a delay to start on site was noted. The Programme 
Management Team have met with the project to discuss a dual split phasing of the scheme into 
WCC and HE controlled works. Works within WCC’s jurisdiction are to be undertaken in the first 
phase which would allow the Growth Deal funds to be accelerated. The latter phase of works 
governed by Highways England would then complete in the next phase, with all work completed 
by 19/20.  
 

4.3.2 The Programme Management Team will present an update at the Programme Delivery Board in 
May detailing latest timescales, and highlighting lessons learnt by WCC in their work with HE 
which should hopefully benefit the delivery of similar schemes in the region. 
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4.4 Kenilworth Station 
 
At present all major works on construction are complete and work is continuing on some 
outstanding non-critical issues. The industry's Entry Into Service requirements are now being 
finalised. The submission to the Office of Rail and Road (ORR) has been made with the relevant 
documentation. Initial feedback from the ORR regarding the submission has been positive. Once 
all clarifications have been addressed and the Entry Into Service Process has been completed, 
the ORR will issue a signed Authorisation to Enter into Service Letter. The project team have 
further confirmed that the required CWLEP and Midlands Engine branding will be in place at the 
station in time for the station launch. The Programme Team are in constant dialogue with the 
project team who have clarified that given the feedback form ORR;  the arrangements regarding 
the opening of the station is now anticipated for an April 2018 opening. 

 
 
4.5 Very Light Rail (VLR) 

 
4.5.1 The project has requested slippage of £70k from their 17/18 budget to 18/19. The project 

reports that this delay is due to vehicle and track procurement. The vehicle development was 
procured but there were issues with the bids which led to a decision to retender. A contractor 
has now been selected but the project is currently finalising contract details before they 
can commence work. This means there has been no contractor spend to date on the vehicle, 
hence the slippage. 

 
4.6 Unlocking Nuneaton Town Centre 

 
4.6.1 The project has worked with the team to finalise its delivery plan. Due to the size and 

complexity of this regeneration scheme this has taken longer than anticipated. The WCC 
delivery team have worked with the Programme team to clarify the various packages of work 
and to obtain the necessary political approval at WCC. For clarity the project has been split into 
2 distinct phases: 
 

4.6.2 Phase 1 of the Programme (£22.5m), partially funded with Growth Deal (£7.5m), will be used as 
the catalyst for development. Phase 1 has been modelled and the project confirmed metrics 
which the GD Programme can achieve before March 2021. Following February’s Programme 
Delivery Board contract completion is now imminent. 
 

4.6.3 An update on progress with the Nuneaton Town Centre Transformation will be presented to 
May’s PDB before agreeing to sign contracts 

 
4.7 A452 Europa Way Corridor 

 
4.7.1 The overall programme of works comprises a series of connected schemes that are being 

delivered over a 5-year time period, the entire scheme will not be delivered within the Growth 
Deal Programme. However, the project has clarified a series of works that are deliverable within 
our timescales and which will deliver significant numbers of indirect jobs, housing units and 
length of highways developed. 

4.7.2 The Europa Way Project Board met in late February and agreed the final delivery programme. 
An updated delivery plan has been submitted to the Programme Management Team and 
incorporated into the contract, which is now expected to be finalised in early April. 
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4.8 Rugby Parkway 
 

4.8.1 An update on milestones for the project has been provided by WCC. The key concern for the 
CWLEP is that the opening date for the station is forecast for the last month of the Growth Deal 
Programme (March 2021) and that a decision on key match funding for the project remains 
outstanding. Given the challenges around delivering the Kenilworth Station project the PDB is 
seeking more assurance that this project can and will be delivered. 
 

4.8.2 The PDB requested written confirmation from the Rugby Parkway project that match funding 
has been secured by the 1st April 2018 and details of contingency plans, risk and associated 
mitigation within the plans for Rugby Parkway delivery. A further update as a result of this 
communication will be provided to May’s Programme Delivery Board. 

 
 
 

5 European Structural Investment Funds (ESIF) 
 
5.1 As detailed in the January 2018 Board Paper, £20m of European Regional Development Fund 

(ERDF) projects are contracted and operational within Coventry & Warwickshire to date, 
covering the themes of Innovation, ICT, SME Support, and the Low Carbon Economy.  These 
projects are delivering important support services to Coventry & Warwickshire SMEs until the 
end of 2018 in many cases (2019 for projects that were contracted later).   
 

5.2 £25m of European Social Fund (ESF) projects are contracted and operational (many have now 
had one year of delivery).  These projects are delivering a range of crucial services until the end 
of 2019 that will support young people to access employment, improve skills levels within the 
local workforce, and increase social inclusion amongst the area’s most disadvantaged groups.   
 

5.3 Progress  
 

5.3.1 Many existing ERDF projects have commenced their final year of delivery, and need to continue 
to significantly intensify their activities to address shortfalls in achievement against output and 
expenditure targets recorded in 2016 and 2017.   
 

5.3.2 Notably, there continues to be significant activity in committing the remaining grants funds of 
these projects during early 2018.  Moreover, the Midlands Engine Investment Fund launched in 
Coventry & Warwickshire on 9th March 2018, and we expect to see increases in the provision of 
loans of up to £2m for local SMEs through this fund.  A range of events and workshops will 
continue to be delivered throughout 2018 to support SMEs to address barriers to growth and 
innovation, and these are being publicised through a range of channels including CWLEP Growth 
Hub Newsletters. 
 

5.3.3 Many ESF projects are into their second year of delivery.  The Coventry & Warwickshire ESIF 
Technical Assistance Team continues to liaise with DWP regarding the future of the projects that 
are part-funded by the Big Lottery Fund, Skills Funding Agency and DWP (i.e. the ESF “Opt-in” 
co-financed activities).  These are due to end in 2018, and it is vital that further funding is 
provided to provide crucial employment and skills support services with full Coventry & 
Warwickshire-wide coverage beyond this date.   
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5.3.4 The Team also continues to liaise with DWP over the future of Youth Employment Initiative 
(YEI), which is due to end in July 2018.  Again, it is crucial that further funding is made available 
to support the delivery of crucial services to support young people in Coventry to access 
employment or training. 

 

5.4 Calls for new Projects 
 

5.4.1 Key projects that responded to the September 2017 ERDF Calls under the Innovation and Low 
Carbon themes have now progressed to Full Application stage.  These applications are due to be 
submitted to MHCLG by 19th April, and are proposing the delivery of crucial support services to 
Coventry & Warwickshire SMEs that will build on the success of existing support services that 
are due to end in December 2018. 
 

5.4.2 The Outline Applications submitted in response to the December 2017 Open Calls for the ERDF 
Priority of SME Competitiveness are currently being appraised by MHCLG.  These projects are 
covering similar principles to the above projects that responded to the September 2017 
Innovation and Low Carbon Calls.   
 

5.4.3 Further ERDF Calls for the Innovation, ICT, Low Carbon, SME Competitiveness (specifically 
International Trade and Support to Manufacturers) and Technical Assistance themes were 
launched on 2nd March 2018.  These Calls will close on 20th April 2018, and will cover similar 
principles to the September and December 2017 Open Calls. 

 
5.4.4 In addition, two Calls for the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) are still 

open for rural SMEs to apply directly to: 
 

 £1.5m for business development - open to all micro and small businesses in rural areas 
with a focus on CWLEP's priority sectors, farm diversification, and food & drink.  

 £1m for capital expenditure to support rural tourism. 
 

5.4.5 In addition, so far, six projects worth £2m (£625k EAFRD grant) have been approved. These 
include manufacturing, digital, food & drink and tourism businesses as well as farms looking to 
diversify. A further 18 projects worth £5.7m and requesting £2.1m EAFRD grant have been 
endorsed at outline and there is a good pipeline of projects in development. The deadline for 
submissions for these two Calls is 31st May 2018. 
 

5.4.6 DEFRA is also inviting applications to the new £30m Rural Broadband Infrastructure Grant 
Programme, which is targeted at Local Authorities that are leading the roll out of superfast 
broadband.  The deadline for applications is 31st May 2018, and it is anticipated that CSW 
Broadband will submit an application for Coventry, Solihull & Warwickshire’s most remote rural 
areas not covered by the current public and private sector roll-out. 

 

 

 

 
 
Authors:   
Andy Williams, CWLEP Senior Executive 

Lucy McGovern, Growth Deal Programme Manager 
David Hope, Programme Development Manager 
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APPENDIX 1  –  GROWTH DEAL PROGRAMME  R ISK RATING  

  
   
 

 
 
 

    

3 4 - 6 7 - 9 10 - 12 13 - 15 

 
DELIVERY SCORE FINANCES SCORE REPUTATION SCORE 

Major issues have caused 

significant delays (more than 3 

months); processes have been 

interrupted or not carried out 

correctly; or significant changes 

have had to be made to the aims 

and scope of the project. Project 

likely to under deliver forecast 

project outputs. 

5 

 

A variance of over 10% against 

profiled financial forecast (total 

expenditure) or significant changes 

to project finances required 

(increases or decreases) due to poor 

or delayed delivery. 

 

5 

Challenges with project are 

undermining LEP credibility 

with public or key 

stakeholder. This negative 

reputation will continue 

longer term and be hard to 

recover from. 

5 

Issues have arisen causing longer 

delays to the timetable (3 months 

or more) but no significant changes 

required to overall project aims 

and scope. Correct processes are 

not yet developed. Outputs may 

still be deliverable but challenging. 

4 

A variance of between 7% & 10% 

against profiled financial forecast 

(total expenditure). Budget changes 

have been required due to issues 

with project delivery. 

4 

Significant damage to LEP 

credibility with public or key 

stakeholder for sustained 

period or at critical point. 

4 

Issues have arisen causing longer 

delays to the timetable (less than 3 

months). Correct processes will be 

achieved but are not yet 

developed. Outputs deliverable but 

will require re-profiling. 

3 

A variance of between 5% & 7% 

against profiled financial forecast 

Some budget changes have been 

required. 

3 

Undermine LEP credibility 

with public or key 

stakeholder in short term. 

3 

Minor issues have arisen causing 

small delays. Correct processes are 

developed. Project is on track to 

deliver outputs. 

2 

A variance of between 2% & 5% 

Small re-profiling changes to budget 

required. 

2 
May lead to widespread 

criticism. 
2 

No significant problems arisen in 

previous quarter. Correct 

processes are in use. Project is on 

track to deliver outputs. 

1 

A variance of up to 2%. Spend is 

largely on track with any minor 

slippage expected to be picked up by 

end of next quarter. 

1 
May lead to minor external 

criticism. 
1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RED 
AMBER/ 

RED 
AMBER 

AMBER/ 
GREEN 

GREEN 
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APPENDIX 2  –  GROWTH DEAL PROGRAMME  FULL PROJECT PROGRESS 

 

Projects Position  Project 
Lead  

On site  
Start 
Date 

Completion 
Date 

  

CWLEP 

RAG 

Status 

 

North-South Rail And 
Coventry Station 
Package 

On track Rhian 
Palmer 

15/16 17/18 

GREEN 

National Transport 
Design Centre   

Complete on site  Clive 
Winters 

15/16 16/17 GREEN 
DELIVERED 

Advice Centre (Skills 
Capital)  

Complete on site.  Mark Payne 15/16 15/16 GREEN 
DELIVERED 

Trident centre. 
Apprenticeship Centre  

Complete on site.  
  

Louise 
Watkins 

15/16 15/16 GREEN 
DELIVERED 

Coventry City Centre 
Access 

Complete on site. Rhian 
Palmer  

15/16 16/17 GREEN 
DELIVERED 

Venture House (formerly 
Progress House).  

Complete on site.  Dave Webb 15/16 15/16 GREEN 
DELIVERED 

Connectivity To UK 
Central 
  

DFT Reserved 
Scheme.  

Paul 
Boulton  

17/18 20/21 

GREEN 

A5 Corridor Project 
  

Not contracted  Adrian Hart 
/ Richard 
Waterfield 

19/20 20/21 
RED 

A46 Stanks Junction 

  
Slippage, due to 
complete 18/19 

Claire John 17/18 18/19 
AMBER 

Growth Hub   Complete - ongoing 
monitoring 

Craig 
Humphrey 

15/16 March 2016 
GREEN 

Kenilworth Station Operational date of 
10th Dec 2017  

Hannah 
Collette   

16/17 17/18 
AMBER 

Coventry A45 Transport Corridor 
Transit Scheme 

Rhian 
Palmer 

18/19   
AMBER/GREEN 

Very Light Rail On track  Nicola Small 18/19 19/20 AMBER/GREEN 

Coventry Station  Access 
Improvements  

Rhian 
Palmer 

16/17 18/19 
GREEN 

Dynamic Routing 

  
On track in terms 
of delivery outputs 

  

Sunil 
Budhdeo  

15/16 17/18 
AMBER/GREEN 

Unlocking Development 
Sites 

Issues with 3 
projects  

Lucy 
McGovern 

15/16 17/18 
AMBER/GREEN 

Duplex Fund  Completing 
contracting 
arrangements  

Steve Weir 18/19 19/20 
AMBER/GREEN 

Construction centre 
Leamington  

Complete on site.  Louise 
Watkins 

15/16 16/17 GREEN 
DELIVERED 

City College STEM 
(Digital Industries 
Network and 
Telecommunications) 

Complete on site  Clare 
Hatton 

16/17 16/17 
GREEN 

DELIVERED 

Leamington STEM centre Complete on site Louise 16/17 16/17 GREEN 
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Watkins DELIVERED 

Coton Arches 

  
GAA in place. 
Slippage, due to 
complete 18/19 

Sallie 
Langan 

17/18 18/19 
AMBER/GREEN 

R&D Steel 
GD extension 

On track 

  
David 
Mullins 

16/17 18/19 
GREEN 

WMG Academy Pre 
Development 

On track Gareth 
Roberts 

n/a 17/18 
AMBER/GREEN 

CSW Broadband Finalising 
contracting 

Leigh Hunt  18/19 20/21 
AMBER/GREEN 

Warwick Arts Centre Finalising 
contracting 

Andrea 
Pulford 

18/19 20/21 
AMBER/GREEN 

Rugby HE Construction 
and Technology Centre 

Contract Signed Louise 
Watkins 

18/19 19/20 
GREEN 

Friargate and City Centre 
Connectivity 

Finalising 
contracting 

Rhian 
Palmer 

18/19 20/21 
AMBER/GREEN 

Rugby Parkway Station Confirming match 
funding allocation 
& deliverability 

Giulietta 
Pirolli 

19/20 20/21 
AMBER/RED 

A452 Europa Way 
Corridor 

Confirming full 
scheme delivery 

Stephen 
Rumble 

18/19 20/21 
AMBER 

Nuneaton Town Centre Finalising 
contracting  

Catherine 
Marks 

18/19 20/21 
AMBER 

AME Expansion Finalising 
contracting 

Barry 
Johnson 

18/19 19/20 
AMBER/GREEN 

WMG Degree 
Apprenticeship Centre 

Finalising 
contracting 

Gareth 
Roberts 

18/19 19/20 
AMBER/GREEN 



By road
The British Motor Museum is five minutes from Junction 12 of the M40, on the B4100 near the 
village of Gaydon. It is signed locally with brown Motor Museum road signs.

Exit the M40 at Junction 12 and turn left, following the brown Motor Museum signs. Continue for 
approximately 1 mile and the entrance to the British Motor Museum is on your left.

By rail
Our nearest mainline rail stations are at Warwick (8 miles), Leamington Spa (8 miles) and Banbury 
(11 miles). Taxi services are available to and from the station, or you can pre-book with our 
recommended supplier White House Cars – call 07854 028461.

By bus
The only regular bus service which visits the British Motor Museum operates between Leamington 
Spa and Fenny Compton – local bus route no. 77. For an up-to-date timetable visit the Stagecoach 
website.

By air
Birmingham International Airport is approximately a 30-minute car/taxi journey.

Approximate drive times from:
Birmingham city centre: 45 minutes   Bristol city centre: 1 hour 40 minutes
Leeds city centre: 2 hour 20 minutes   London (M25/M40): 1 hour 30 minutes
Manchester city centre (via M6 toll road): 2 hours

How to find the British Motor Museum

t: 01926 641188   e: enquiries@britishmotormuseum.co.uk   w: britishmotormuseum.co.uk

British Motor Museum . Banbury Road . Gaydon . Warwickshire . CV35 0BJ

http://www.whitehousecars.com
https://www.stagecoachbus.com/routes/midlands/77/leamington-avon-dassett/xlao077.o
https://www.stagecoachbus.com/routes/midlands/77/leamington-avon-dassett/xlao077.o
mailto:enquiries%40britishmotormuseum.co.uk?subject=How%20to%20find%20us%20Map%20enquiry
http://britishmotormuseum.co.uk

